Race 1 19.22 500m Flat (A5)
1st £90, Others £27 Total £225 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £33)
1 TULLOW HONCHO Malcolm Cooper
2 SWALLOW IT ALL Charlie Savory
3 ROCK IT MADAM Paul Sallis
4 HUSTLE N BUSTLE Susan Corrigan
5 SOLO JOE Terry Munsiew
6 TEDS SURVIVOR (W) Paula Timmins

Race 2 19.37 500m Flat (A7)
1st £90, Others £27 Total £225 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £33)
1 SALACRES MAGGIE Peter Hamden
2 DISTANT TIGRESS Charlie Savory
3 CACHEM TOOTS Paul Sallis
4 BEECHWOOD BELLA David Bull
5 WORLD TAG Terry Munsiew
6 MOYAR VIEW (W) Elaine Saville

Race 3 19.52 500m Flat (A2)
1st £120, Others £28 Total £260 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £33)
1 SLANEYSIDE MITCH Margaret Roberts
2 LUCERNE RHYS Susan Corrigan
3 DROOPYS JOVITA Ken Perrin
4 SALACRES RAMSFAN Peter Hamden
5 VIERIS MAGIC (W) Paul Sallis
6 PAY UP PATSY (W) Paula Timmins

Race 4 20.07 500m Flat (A6)
1st £90, Others £27 Total £225 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £33)
1 UNDERCOVER PAWS David Bull
2 SKYLINE CHEYENNE Nick Mead
3 BLUE BULLSEYE Ian Pooley
4 SWIFT ADELE Susan Corrigan
5 AMELIA MAC David Bull
6 CLASH KIR ROYALE (W) Jane Houfton

Race 5 20.22 500m Flat (A1)
1st £125, Others £32 Total £285 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £33)
1 FABULOUS DELIGHT David Bull
2 DRIVING UP DORIS Paul Sallis
3 MEGA KENSEY Ian Pooley
4 PACIFIC BLUEBELLE Susan Corrigan
5 PINEAPPLE LIAM Lynn Cook
6 CHERUBINIO (W) Paula Timmins

Race 6 20.37 500m Flat (A4)
The Rob Kitley Stake Trophy
1st £100 + Trophy Total £225 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £33)
1 COYOTE WINALOT David Bull
2 SUPERB SERENA Margaret Roberts
3 CAUSEWAY SEAN Nick Mead
4 FORZA MELODY Peter Hamden
5 ROTHER TIGGER (W) Jane Houfton
6 RIVERMIST WENDY (W) Alex Grewcock

Race 7 20.52 500m Flat (A6)
1st £90, Others £27 Total £225 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £33)
1 SWIFT CARMEL Nick Mead
2 EGANS FANCY Elaine Saville
3 BLUE CHINA MIKE David Bull
4 TOWNBROW BOSS David Bull
5 LUKES SANDIE Charlie Savory
6 SWIFT MASTER (W) Tony Hackett

Race 8 21.07 500m Flat (A2)
1st £120, Others £28 Total £260 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £33)
1 GAME DESTINY Ken Perrin
2 AGHABURREN CATHY Alex Grewcock
3 SWIFT FIRE Nick Mead
4 SALACRES FRAZER Peter Hamden
5 ROAD STATION Margaret Roberts
6 SALACRES PEGASUS (W) Peter Hamden

Reserves
BROWNZ LAD(A) (W) Paula Timmins
DROPYS KITTY (B) Paul Sallis
DUNHAM PENDELTON(C) Jane Houfton
DUNHAM TRACY(D) Jane Houfton
ENCHANTED GIRL(E) Terry Munsiew
FARADAY(F) Ian Pooley
FORLOVENDAN/GREY(G) Ian Pooley
HYPNOTIC JET(H) Susan Corrigan
KEWELL TAI(I) (W) Terry Munsiew
LISANKILL RAYMON(J) Charlie Savory
LORD MAYO(K) Elaine Saville (W)
MI ROCKER(L) Nick Mead
MOVE OVER DADA(M) Paul Sallis
NORTH HIGHLANDER(N) Peter Hamden
PERFECTLY CLEAR(O) Jane Houfton
PINEWOOD SARAHP Peter Hamden
ROCK IT ROGER(I) (W) Paul Sallis
SALACRES BREEZE(R) Peter Hamden
SALACRES MILLIE(S) (W) Peter Hamden
SALACRES PURSUIT(T) (W) Peter Hamden
SHEFFIELD FORFUN(U) Alex Grewcock
SKYLINE MOHICAN(V) Nick Mead
SLICK SORRENTO(W) Alex Grewcock
TOOSEY ASH(X) Tony Hackett
TORBAL FLEEcE(Y) Peter Hamden

All Non-Travelling reserves